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Black mens hairstyles 2019 short

Steve Granitz / Contributor / Getty Images The easiest hairstyle to maintain for most men? Cuts that are long on top and have a short back and sides. Not only are these styles versatile – which work well for both formal occasions and occasional outings – they are timeless and sophisticated. And while some of them are incredibly low
maintenance, others are not necessarily for the faint of heart. The shorter the haircut, the more maintenance will be needed, notes Wayne Wildrick, regional barber director at Fellow Barber in Los Angeles. Meet the Expert • Wayne Wildrick is a regional stylist and barber manager at the Los Angeles location of Fellow Barber, a thriving
chain of elevated barbershops.• Giovanni Vaccaro is the artistic director of hair at Glamsquad, a hair in the house, makeup, nail service based in New York. Below, we rounded up 22 of our favorite men's haircuts with short sides and a long top along with tips from stylists Wildrick and Giovanni Vaccaro-a hair-on-demand stylist and
makeup service Glamsquad-on the best way to maintain the look. 01 of 22 Steve Granitz / Contributor / Getty Images For this style, as seen on Chris Hemsworth, the hair is aggressively cut short on the sides and back and long left on top. The top and front are cut with a razor to create movement, texture, and separation. 02 of 22 Steve
Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Singer Khalid's modern take on an old school flattop avoids a straight line at the top in favor of more texture. The result (balanced with a slightly mature beard) is far from the 1990 appearance. Be sure to invest in a moisturizing conditioner to ensure the hair on top remains hydrated. 03 of 22 Steve
Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Undoubtedly the highest maintenance aspect on the list, undercut requires much longer hair on top, with shorn hair down (in some cases, faded) on the sides. Just how short you go on the sides is best determined by the natural bone structure. Some clients may have bone protrusions on the sides and
back of the head, Wildrick says. In general, we don't expose them, so here your barber would decide where the fade placement should be to compensate for those irregularities that we all have as humans. A foam can be used to style the hair even above the top, but you will want to visit the barber every two weeks for an asian. 04 of 22
Steven Ferdman/Stringer/Getty Images Bradley Cooper's stylish, swept-back style is one of the most indemand among Vaccaro's clients. This style is probably the most popular, and my clients always bring in a Bradley Cooper for that, he says. It looks good on most men and on most textures. To reproduce the look, Vaccaro recommends
keeping wispy parts, but not super tight. In other words, no barber disappears here. 05 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images This a good example of how long on top/short on the sides of the cut type can be worn for versatility. In this photo, the model's hair is stylized in a free, spiky style on top. Hair can also be combed neatly with
a bit of pomade - try American Crew Pomade ($12) - for a more formal effect. 06 of 22 Jamie McCarthy/Personal/Getty Images shaved sides with just a little length on top equates to a low-maintenance and still a lot of sophisticated style. Will Smith's version is accompanied by a well-groomed beard and moustache to balance the look from
the top of the head to the chin. 07 of 22 Stephane Cardinale - Corbis / Contributor / Getty Images For this shot, the hair of football star Radamel Falcao is stylized and back to create a pompadour effect. The hair on top is worn a little free with separation for a more casual look. 08 of 22 Frazer Harrison / Personal / Getty Images For this
style, the hair is aggressively trimmed short on the sides and back and long and thick left on top. There is a minimal mixture on the sides to create a little disconnection. Hair can be stylish back for an elegant, formal look. Like any style, keep in mind that some looks are better on specific face shapes (this one, for example, looks best on a
narrower face). 09 of 22 Wagner Meier/Stringer/Getty Images Football Gabriel Barbosa's hair is kept short on the sides, but his long, blonde locs provide plenty of interest. The key here is to keep the hair on the shaved parts down so that the look mimics a mohawk. 10 of 22 Pascal Le Segretain / Personal / Getty Images A very easy
application of products leads to a natural effect. Here, the product (and probably a blow dryer) is used to provide a bit of control and separation, but still maintains a casual look. The ultimate goal is for the hair to look like you could pass your hands through it, so stay away from a product that is too dry. Try John Frieda's Luxury Fine
Volume at Full Blow-Out Spray ($12) for a look similar to a quality salon. 11 of 22 Dave J Hogan/Contributor/Getty Images This is a versatile style that can be worn dirty with a bit of styling paste – we love Suave Medium Hold Styling Pasta ($3), or combed neatly and split, for a more formal look. 12 of 22 Gregg DeGuire /Stringer / Getty
Images Comedian Kevin Hart's short cut is rounded, allowing him to show his hairline. A slight fade on the sides gives trendiness and a beak adds extra style. 13 of 22 Brendon Thorne/Stringer/Getty Images For this long-style top, the pattern's hair is shaved-cut on top and front to add movement, texture, and separation. A little styling
paste Style. 14 of 22 C Flanigan / Contributor / Getty Images For this style, the hair is trimmed short on the sides and back while a razor is used at the front to give bangs a deconstructed look. 15 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Pictures The style combines an afro fade and a mohawk with hair kept extremely truncated on the sides,
and higher through the middle. To reproduce this look, you will want to get a haircut every four to six weeks, and invest in a lot of moisturizing hair products, to keep the longer hairs hydrated. And if you're wondering if a look like this would work for you, do your research. If you're considering a fade, look at inspirational photos of people
who have hair similar to your type and color, says Wildrick. In my experience, I have generally found that customers with darker and thicker hair can get away with low sea fades while customers with light and less dense hair look more suitable with a low fade. A low dimming allows for more gradient, which you can't get with a medium or
high fade. 16 of 22 Mike Coppola / Staff / Getty Images For this style, actor Cilian Murphy's hair is cut almost on the sides and back and worn neatly in the center. Pomade adds shine and control. 17 of 22 Stephane Cardinale - Cornis / Contributor / Getty Images Actor and model Lucas Till is often seen wearing short hair on the sides and
back, with exaggerated length on top. For this style, the front is disconnected from the sides, and the hair is worn brushed front and side. 18 of 22 Vera Anderson/Contributor/Getty Images For this style, the natural wave of actor Kit Harington is combed back, but for a more natural look, hair can be left to fall on its own without the use of
products. 19 of 22 Frazer Harrison/Personal/Getty Images Here, hairstylist Frank Lezari styles a model for an Elie Tahari fashion show during New York Fashion Week. The style is short on the sides, above, split, and slicked back with a paste. Try Fatboy's Perfect Putty ($21) for a similar style. 20 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty
Images Actor Michael B. Jordan combines a line-where natural hairline is straightened into line-shaped with a mid-fade. This style of land fades under the temples and just above the ear. According to Wildrick explains, how short you go with a fade depends on how often you plan to maintain it. Matching is always the word, he says. The
best way to maintain a fade (or any look) is to find one conducive to your lifestyle. If you go in for a fade skin, it will show signs of growth within a week. If you try to maintain this look, you'll need to be back in store every one or two weeks. 21 of 22 Steve Jennings/Contributor/Getty Images So it shows on professional basketball player
Steph Curry, a buzz cut keeps his hair tight at the top, and a great fade raises the line The resulting appearance is masculine with a bit of an edge. 22 of 22 Jeff Spicer/Contributor/Getty Images Actor Henry Golding's thick hair is cut into long layers that only touch the top of his ears. Style can be worn in bulk or neat style products for a
more formal appearance. For volume, without hold rigidly - use a product like R + Co. Balloon Dry Volume Spray ($32). Wondering if short hair is right for you? Fortunately, there is a genius trick to get the answer (scissors sans). In addition, we rounded our favorite hair A-lister short hair looks to give you all the #shorthairinspo you want.
From the bad girl of Rihanna bob to k. Stew buzz cut, keep scrolling, and you're bound to find something that you'll love. Shutterstock technically, Cara is growing into her super short hairstyle, but we're obsessed with her new side-swept bob. If you are currently growing out of a pixie-lasa culture Cara be your inspo. Frazer Harrison/Getty
Images Actress Taraji P. Henson gave us more aspirational short-haired looks, but this asymmetrical culture with a shaved side is one of our favorites. @emilia_clarke/Instagram Earlier this year, Emilia Clarke went for an almighty chop, and we love it. She revealed that her inspiration was Gwyneth Paltrow's infamous '90s cut, as she
wrote on Instagram: I think about when Gwyneth and Brad had the same haircut. @jennychohair: I chu. @aliciakeys Alicia Keys Oh, hello, shiny bob. We're used to seeing Alicia Keys with her long braided hair, but we're very happy with this cropped bob. Daniele Venturelli / Getty Images Irina Shayk Irina Shayk came out with a seriously
daring restless bob and fringe combo at Dsquared2 Milano S/S 19 fashion show. We love that ferocious look on her. John Shearer/Getty Images This windblown culture of Kerry Washington is giving us serious just-got-out-of-the-convertible vibes. @kellyosbourne Kelly Osbourne has abandoned her lilac roots in favor of the blonde, and
looks better than ever. Give yourself a shorter volume of hair with Orbie's Swept Up Volume Spray ($42) after washing and drying it. David M. Benett / Getty Images Ruth Negga's haircut makes for inspiration ideal for anyone with natural curly hair. Frazer Harrison/Getty Images Jenna Dewan has had short hair for some time, but at the
2018 Billboard Music Awards, she revealed an even shorter, more stylish bob with a central part. And we also like her yellow eyeshadow. Hungvanngo Upgrade that lob with a wet look slicked back like Selena Gomez. Ask your hairdresser for longer layers so you can transform your appearance from day to night with products. Michael
Kovac/Getty Images Kate Hudson is making a buzz reduction look effort with this textured culture adorned with a simple black band at the 2018 Golden Globes. Bryan Bedder / Getty Images Short hairstyle Solange Knowles will match the faces in the shape of diamond, oval and square. Karwai Tang/Getty Images Claire Foy proves a
simple quiff can make a Short looks seriously cool. Matt Baron/REX/Shutterstock Zoë Kravitz have proven how striking a pixie crop might look, especially when it's super blonde. Note Note texture, making it look both effortless and cool. Nils Jorgensen/REX/Shutterstock Sam Rollinson shows how a micro bob can look seriously cool plus
pieces-y fringe frames her face. Maury Phillips/Getty Pictures If you think short hair and baby bangs don't mix, check out pixie Keke Palmer with a petite fringe and think again. Getty Images A word: wow. When Kristen Stewart revealed this look, we realized that this was the haircut she was looking for her whole life. Rex Features cut bowl
is not a hairstyle that suits everyone, but gorgeous dark Zendaya eyes really set this off. Getty Images shaving side and quiff are very reminiscent of Miley Cyrus, but that's not a bad thing. We love this shade and cut on Katy Perry. Jason LaVeris/Getty Images Don't settle for simply having super-short hair, Nicole Richie has also gone
because the super-platinum blonde we love. Getty Images Michelle Williams is undoubtedly the queen of short haircut. This platinum crop, which debuted at the Oscars, is an amazing iteration of her shorter dos, and might well be our favorite. Jamie McCarthy/Getty Images Lupita Nyong'o's short haircut fits oval and heart-shaped faces.
Getty Images Kate Hudson shows us to hold a buzz with this hair transformation. Think about the time you'd save to prepare your morning with that look! Samir Hussein/Getty Pictures If you're after something universally flattering, look no further. Rihanna bob hairstyle fits round, oval, square, heart-shaped and diamond face. Rex Features
If there's one thing we know about Kristen Stewart, it's that she knows a thing or two about rocking a short culture. To get something similar, make sure you ask to be cut long in the face. Dave Benett/Getty Images Do you have a diamond-, oval-, heart-shaped face? Try a blunt bob like Jourdan Dunn's. Rex Features As seen on Ruby
Rose, this unconventional cut is easy to remove when you have an amazing face and incredible eyebrows. Make sure your eyebrows are looking just as sharp. Gary Gershoff/Getty Images J. Hud keeps short, spiky, and chic. Use some hair or textured pomades to keep the front-y piece. Getty Images Coco Rocha has tried many different
hairstyles during her time, but we love this short, sharp bob on it. The '90s-style fringes are definitely something we can be on board with. Jeff Spicer/Getty Images We can feel growing more sophisticated just by looking at this stylish bob on Naomie Harris. Rex When VB went short, she really went for it. While her long hair is her
appearance we're still a fan of this pixie culture. Hikari Mori is the first person who makes us faint over this haircut since Shawn in Boy Meets World. James Devaney/Getty Pictures When Kate Moss came out with this haircut in 2001, everyone went stylish to the salon. Salon. The beauty of this look is that it hasn't lost its power, and it's as
chic and modern today as it was then. Getty Images for Critics Choice Association/Getty Images This short platinum shave was Cynthia Erivo's signature look for a while, and we can certainly see why. Theo Wargo Do you remember when Natalie Portman shaved her head for the V-side role for Vendetta? As the star grew her hair on her
back, she also ended up with this gorgeous pixie culture. WireImage/Getty Images Halle Berry rocks a serious punk-rock fringe in front of her short, angular do. Sammy Smith/Getty Images Taylor Swift's bob hairstyle is great for square-, diamond-, oval-and heart-shaped faces. WireImage/Getty Images We all love Viola Davis hair looks,
but her natural curls with a subtle red coloring are always a highlight. Dave Alloca/StarPix/REX/Shutterstock Even a super-short haircut like Emma Watson can take an accessory. A small decorative comb is an easy way to lift the look. Look at Dolce &amp; Gabbana's Swarovski gold crystal and pearl hair slide if you feel color.
FilmMagic/Getty Images Queen Bey has been wearing her locks for a long time, but let's not forget this great honey bob moment. Paul Zimmerman /Getty Images Jessie J short, textured haircut is perfect for oval and heart-shaped faces. Getty Images/JB Lacroix/Contributor Comedy Queen Leslie Jones pompadour is equally cool, quirky,
and fashionable parts. Theo Wargo/Getty Images Charlize Theron short, side-swept cut heart-diamond-shaped suits. Getty Images/Lars Niki/Contributor She's crazy being bald looks loud in Black Panther, and Danai Gurira hardline fade here has us itching for clippers. Matt Baron/BEI/REX/Shutterstock Anne Hathaway's short haircut is
more on top. This gives her the flexibility to play with her parting and texture to mix her hairstyle daily. WireImage/Getty Images Morena Baccarin shows us to take out the perfect cut pageboy while still keeping feminine things. Albert L. Ortega/Getty Images Mia Wasikowska side-parted bob looks soft because the unfinished ends balance
in the elegant texture. Getty Images/Lester Cohen/Contributor Camilla Belle's wavy bob is a great example of retro-inspired without feeling dated. Sipa Press / REX / Shutterstock Do you think you can't embrace braids with short hair? Think again. Here Mulligan used a little ribbon tail over to pull the hair off her face. Smart. Dimitrios
Kambouris/Staff/Getty Images Long layers, slicked back like Demi's, are the ultimate cool-girl style for any occasion. Starraks Photo/REX/Shutterstock Ginnifer Goodwin got the headband note. WireImage /Getty Images Jessica The wavy, tousled chop is effortlessly chic, especially with its blonde honey color. Globe Photos Inc/
REX/Shutterstock Super Short associated with mascara is the trick for this elfin look. Jon Kopaloff/FilmMagic/Getty Images Rita Time's shaggy, front-combed pixie is doing us re-evaluate our relationship with the term comcover. Jim Smeal/BEI/REX/Shutterstock fringe on this is a cute way to make super-short culture. Jesse
Grant/Amandla's Getty Images natural loop gives her the most beautiful, face-framing spiral bangs. REX /Shutterstock Want to go short and add a different color? Look at Helen Mirren for some hair inspo. Dave Kotinsky/Getty Pictures If you're in just-rolled-out-fo-bed hair, Thandie Newton textured pixie will be right on your driveway. Billy
Farrell/BFA/REX/Shutterstock Lily Collins knows how versatile a bob is. Wear it stylish, textured, or style it with retro Marcel-esque waves for a party. John Lamarski/Getty Pictures Calling all beach-wave lovers: Ciara's deep side is the ultimate way to show off that texture. Press Action/REX/Shutterstock Trust Tilda Swinton to go for
something a little more field left. This short quiffed culture is made all the more dramatic by the shadow of the daring blonde. Blonde.
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